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001

only in the lonely
cold of winter
do i find my self
remembering the
feel of another
body meeting mine
like summer rain
warm everywhere
and all at once
for the first time
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002

you are the sunlight
coaxing me from the
dim womb of the earth
teaching me warmth
and this relief for the
colors trapped in me
an altar for my heart
to break itself upon
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003

am i still real
if i've forgotten
the touch of you
of another body
if i am all that
is left of us and
never once enough
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004

you are the unknown fire
born from the god's head
the lightning of ecstasy
making and unmaking my
world again every moment
to remind me how briefly
my self exists here without
the insistence of your form
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005

it is wintertime again
in the garden of eden
though the air is thick
as honey and twice
as sweet here where
even adam lost his
tongue and forgot the
names of the flowers
bursting forth their
hidden sunlight saved
like the fleeing memory
of past summer days
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006

tonight i hide beneath
the covers of midnight
and lonesome praying
these hands on me are
yours and not the ones
that i have dreamed of
but the ones who tips
i have traced with my
tongue and known with
the whole of my being
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007

did you even feel the
heat of the fire you
set deep inside of me
left without hope of
quenching or even the
ecstasy of abandon in
your consuming flame
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008

sometimes i'm so
afraid of being
left alone here with
only myself for
company i'd rather
fill this hollow of
mine with others to
try forget which
belong to me always
looking for someone
else who could bear
the weight of all
this lonesome being
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009

the closer you get
the more i push you
away from the edge
of this pit that you
play against as if
wanting to jump just
to test if you could
teach yourself how
to fly the way down
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010

when your body is
so close to me my
mind is just a hand
full of sea glass
inside the bone jar
of my skull packed
to bursting with
thoughts of you that
rattle my fragile mind
and turn these words
into a hundred broken
mirrors each trying
to behold the beauty
my eyes caught in you
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011

i spent this morn listening
to the fluttering caress of
each leaf against the wind
to the chorus of a hundred
robins writing heartbreak
poems with their birdsong
and bees stealing nectar
kisses from the mouths of
fresh-bloomed flowers
wondering when i might
share all these secret
lovely mysteries with you
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012

i am the ocean
moving beneath
the silver pull of
your brilliance
and desperate
to show you my
love the only
way i know how
in waves and
these kisses like
incessant tides
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013

how can poetry be enough
when every new aching
line is fresh with the loss
of you where each painful
word i lose in the air like
lovesick arrows never
seems to find its place
and there is no longer
another here to return
them when they are lost
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014

most days i feel like the
rock in the endless current
steady only at the edges
of my being and sharing
this gentle touch with the
rest of the world that i
find wrapping itself around
the center of my memory
where the core of me is
a tree swaying like a dance
among cold tides of breath
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015

the world has gone
left me behind here
with nothing to remind
me except the scars
that your parting gave
words for my fingers
to lose themselves
within your absence
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016

give me something
softer to love than
that prisoner held
locked back behind
the cage of your ribs
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017

i tore out all the roots
of this evil but still
the memory of you
keeps blossoming in my
heart like the ghost
of spring come back
haunt the earth again
with painted flowers
born to die and leave
behind black pages
where once there had
been your lively color
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018

every man an
island and an
ocean crossing
across each
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019

this graceless body
of mine is all the skin
i need to feel the glory
of this world around me
to know your heat like
afternoon sun leaving
brand over my flesh
and tempered by the
cool rain's kiss of your
lips writing a dozen love
poems against my own
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020

the thought of you still lingering
like dew resting upon beds of grass
only to vanish with the waking of
the world and the quick coming
of a vengeful god burning down
the whole world if there would
be anyone worshipping another
more than one ever loved himself
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021

it's not easy to pick myself back up
after falling for you so hard
that i've shattered all of me against
the frozen ground of your heart
cutting my fingers on all the pieces
that you broke and left behind
for me to reflect my loneliness upon
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022

it happens for a reason
faraway mouths say as
somewhere else the sky
falls in on a child and
buries her under her toys
the only kindness she
knew to die together as a
family and leave behind
no more orphans to crowd
the street with their grief
lonely and resenting the
memory of stolen family
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023

every morning i
thank the stars
for the mercy
of a single sun
man could not
bear more than
one shadow each
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024

your body as warm and as
sleepless as a summer night
symphony of crickets playing
to accompany these love
songs we wrote with our own
last gasps against the heavy
cover of night that came
down like dreams around us
to make us forget of every
thing we are except together
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025 : in memoriam

of all those who never
had the chance to take
pride in their body and
in the blood that paints
the rainbow worn by
every child wondering
how loving can be so
hard but hate so easy
to share with the world
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026 : eclipse

today i saw the skies
of heaven turn black
as the moon took her
place before the sun
and returned all to the
original unknown from
which it had crawled
reminding those few
foolish to forget how
oblivion was the first
color of the universe
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027

the tool is the arm
not the blade
the mover
not the motion

the ocean is not
the waves but
what remains
when they pass
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028

i am but the arm
following the hand
chasing its silhouette
mocking its own shadow
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029

her lips dark
and dangerous
like poisoned
berries and
chocolate
bittersweet
as a last kiss
bruising this
tender flesh
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030

walking to somewhere i
cannot place but hear
the past slamming shut
behind me like a locked
door i can't open again
or closing teeth that i
have only just escaped
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031

weren't you the one
who warned me not
to fall in love or say
hello to all the strange
people for risk of the
goodbyes that follow
who showed me what
lonely means after
you've had the taste
of someone asleep
beside you like they
might stay forever
and be there when
morning comes alone
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032

darkness
only dusk
and then
you
against me
where
all i know
is touch
and go
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033

kneeling and
praying to god
with a face full
of hell like it
might be easier
to bite back our
tongues with a
view of perdition
to humble us
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034

but i keep on
coming back
to love again
helpless and
burning down
this old forest
just to plant
a new flower
somewhere
in the ashes
foolhardy and
thinking fire
could ever help
things grow
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035

the most beautiful thing

is not the moon settling over a mirrored sea
like narcissus pouring into his own reflection

is not the sunrise breaking over the edge
of the horizon like springtime's first flower

is not the crash of the hungry waves of time
biting the quivering shore of mortal flesh

is not the end of all hubris of mankind
with flames licking the whole world clean

is it all and even more reflected in the eyes
of my lover resting here in the pool of my arms
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036

sleep running the
ends of her fingers
down over my eyes
like a dying candle
unfurling dreams like
sighs lost to your lips
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037 : lethe

debasing ourselves
before this bitter
spring like one more
drink might be enough
to forget all the
painful faces before
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038

this is not some
thing to be held
it is the back
of an open hand
the echo within
an empty cave
the shadow that
follows quick
behind the light
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039

dig your fingers in me
the way trees take root
in dark unforgiving earth
pale lover's teeth tearing
into tender flesh like the
pain of goodbye might be
enough to keep someone
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040

no flower yet more
beautiful than the
pale blossom of the
moon sprouting from
the dark field of a
midnight sky losing
petals like a hundred
fallen stars to remind
the world of color
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041

never knowing if these are too
few words to describe this or
too many and not enough meaning
in what it is to dream away
these nights with you nervous
weaving moonlight like strands
of angel hair and then picking
it to pieces just to give our
fingers anything to do but find
each other here under the sly
blanket of night with our limbs
hiding in the dark like a pair
of willow roots knotted tight as
flesh finding itself for the first
time and also this new heat of
a body pressed against yours
like touch might be the only sense
we need to live in a cruel world
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042

every day unraveling more and more
until i land in bed fully unmade
and weave my disparate self back
together in the peace of my dreams
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043

sleep has lost
what peace it held
heart sick and
plagued as i am
by nightly
visits of you
that bring no
pleasure the way
they once did
with every new
vision cutting
new wounds in me
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044

god must not find
me here again with
you like a heathen
kneeling at the altar
of your pale thighs
taking this on my
tongue like a prayer
kissing the dark earth
just for a taste of
sweet flesh and to
burn my lips on the
fire stirring beneath
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045

the rains today
came quickly
and unexpected
like the sudden
passing though
of a loved one
whose touch has
long gone cold
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046

crushed under
the weight of
my chattering
teeth and bones
of this skull
rolling like a
drunk dancing
atop a pinhead
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047

i know this broken
heart is not enough
to kill me but o god
it doesn't make life
anymore worth living
tell me where is the
worth in a life spent
without someone else
to share in it with
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048 : poet / lover

cut these new lines
into me with your teeth
color in my edges
with your tongue
show me what it means
to fall down the
bottomless lips of poetry
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049

where has this world
gone from me without
my knowing that it even
could up one day and
vanish and leave me
with no more to do and
all the time left to do it
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050

laying beside you and never
knowing what you say though
i catch some of it with my ears
but most of it with my eyes
following the song of your mouth
and the rest with my skin
wishing you could teach me all
the names of flowers in your
language with so many strange
tongues and maybe even how to
say i love you like it still
means something and isn't just
a handful of more lost music
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051

let me be
the midnight
sky and you
my stars
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052

oh faithless you
inconstant moon
sharing your light
with every lonely
soul turning their
face towards you
with prayers and
soft confessions
of uncertain flesh
tugging at their
hearts like some
hungry beast
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053

love can be such cruel
magic to gift the world
color in a single touch
and then rob it of all
warmth when it goes
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054

death is cruel and
yet love still crueler
one will only free you
from a broken heart
when the other shall
suffer you to bear
living with one
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055

feeling you deep in the core
of my being like some string
dancing with the music of
these stars and spheres moving
together in beautiful motion
like new colors across the
dark canvas of the night sky
like the first things to feel
the cool kiss of shadows
falling over bare skin offered
both prayer and the blessing
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056

i find myself always
at night alone with
no one but the moon
and stars for company
this human craving
closeness and maybe
a little intimacy with
anything and every
other thing but itself
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057 : love / life

blame me not for
my selfishness
of desiring what
you gave me this
thing without my
asking and now
you wish to tear
away what i've
come to hold
tight in my fist
enough to crush
for fear of letting
of of what i did
not know i was
capable of missing
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058

my head still a
hornet's nest full
to bursting with
stinging thoughts
of you i cannot
outrun merciless
enough to torture
me without even
the peace of death
or forgetfulness
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059

i have eaten the sun
and drank the sea
leaving nothing here
enough to satisfy me

asked a bee what
flowers might mean
breaking shells in
search of the ocean
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060

i try to escape you but
keep catching myself
on the ends of all your
thorns and the sharp
quickness of your mouth
full of knives and the
memory of that wicked
tongue of yours that
wrapped a golden voice
around me like honey
choking me like dust
from the first flowers
of the golden springtime
to remind me that beauty
has also driven men mad
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061

these restless wandering
hands of mine always
seeking an unknown body
to hold against mine
another heart to squeeze
tight between my fingers
and break it here before
you in place of my own
too weak to bear breaking
again when you let me go
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062

you and i together
mingling like dyes
before the coloring
like scents of spring
flowers blooming
with the quick hand
of the wind taking
me tight in its fingers
and tossing me up
to be forgotten and
remembered again
to rot and be reborn
again to be burned
and buried beneath
these skies and stars
spilling forth out of
the dark mouth of
the universe when
no one is watching
how you unmade me
and made me real
enough to be held
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063 : (t)his sun

this heat one me
pressing against
every close held
secret of my body
never feeling any
need that bites
as deep as this
no fire that burns
as sweet as this
no parting that
could hurt me
as much as this
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064

night once again
and she glides by
silently atop the
wind of stars and
the train of night
leaving the pieces
of broken lovers to
decorate the sky
in the waking of
tender dawnlight
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065

the way is a
beaten path
down by the
river where
harder hearts
than mine have
drowned in
the ripping
and tearing
current of
your waters
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066

tear away this part
from me this weakness
that is never enough
and still aches for you

take back this part of
you that means so much
to me if it only free
me from this pain too
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067

i can't forgive you
for leaving after
loving me so hard
that now it even
hurts to breathe
with you gone like
the wind when the
tide comes up to
kiss my lips and
then take away all
my memories of you
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068

love you have left
me here in your ruin
branded me with
your painful image
ceased my starving
flesh with the nectar
of your touch and
broken my will over
the iron rod of your
going torn me into
fragments of myself
within the sweet
fury of your coming
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069

remembering you best
by all the small things
not even a love letter
you have kissed and let
go like a bird whose
broken heart you fixed
or a handful of summer
and all the sweetness
in a bouquet of flowers
but everything you have
touched and held and
left with the memory of
your warmth in hand like
it might still be mine
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070

can i still say
i love you even
though i've lost
all the words
when my tongue
won't let them go
if all i have to
share with you
is this brief
wavering song
and the quick
uncertain path
of my fingers
writing poetry
over your skin
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071

heartbreak
like alcohol
never getting
any sweeter
just a little
more numb
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072

pray to me
you demand
and i do
on my knees
every night
with prayers
of you on
my fingers
and my lips
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073

tonight with you
i knew what adam
felt that one hot
night in the garden
under the stars
with no eyes here
to find us but eve
and her hungry
lips as red as the
apple that teased
and begged to be
bitten to taste how
sweet sin can be
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074

heaven can't help
me here where
god can't here
where my prayers
won't find me
here where i've
buried myself in
the heat and the
darkness of her
touch claiming my
body like a brand
and the maddening
pull of her mouth
drawing me close
as the endless pit
oh lord why does
falling still feel
so much like flying
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075

aflame with you
and finding no relief
anywhere not
in losing myself
to your hunger nor
the cool draught
of yours lips against
me when your touch
sets new storms
here in the wide
oceans of my agony
surely dying can't be
near as torturous
as loving you is
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076

no fall fruit
half as sweet
as making poetry
with your mouth

no winter as
hard as your
going from me

no spring flower
as soft as your
breath on me

no summer day
as long as this
life with you
gone from me
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077

what good is poetry
and flowers is not
to give away to all
the pretty girls that
remind me like the
sunset or the dying
stars about how all
things are prettiest
when they leave me
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078

oh to be loved
by you like a
moth drawn to
terrible flame
like the stars
unmade each
morning by the
persistent dawn
like the shore
that gives itself
gratefully to
the hungry tide
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079

no muse could ever sing something
sweet as this your body pressing
against mine as encompassing as
the night and all its stars when
tonight the wind is singing with
the quick hot breath of dancers
tumbling flowers full of the slow
dalliances of bumblebees and shy
blossoms putting on their best
perfumes and petals like new lips
waiting to be kissed hard by some
fervent honeybee full of spice and
the nectar of your mouth like all
the ambrosia forgotten in the world
by the gods left behind and pulling
me tight to you the way the ocean
only ever teases the tide closer
to better catch its own reflection
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080

there are not eyes
enough to capture all
the light of your fire
without the shameful
insufficience of going
half mad or even worse
blind and unable to
lose itself over again
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081 : triptych

darling you left
the devil in me
without hope of
prayer or escape
showed me the
secret pleasures
of flesh and the
agony of its need

the mouth of hell is
the truth of pain so
merciless there is no
way it would lie too

take this body
of mine from me
i asked not for
it but peace and
oh what a cruel
god to curse me
with this form and
nothing to love it
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082

here where the eyes of gods
do not burn my skin and
my prayers fade long before
they ever touch their ears
here where i can find you
still though your memory
has fled this dust all that
remains of the bones and
flesh that had once held you
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083

did adam kiss eve
first in the dark
take a bite of that
forbidden fruit
when no eyes were
on us watching
wondering whether
prayer was the
only way to love
if these hands
were not meant
to come together
but learn the new
scripture written
on another's body
if these lips were
not meant to pray
in empty rooms
but find each other
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084

a glutton for pain
more punishment
hungry for you
with that body
breaking against
mine like all the
tides left in the
world and salting
my wounds with
this masochism of
still needing you
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085

night comes so
slow as a knife
across my skin
eager for you
back again to
offer myself
here humbled
at your feet
knowing a god
isn't something
you understand
only pray for
the heat of this
need and the
weight of miracle
bearing on me
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086

you like all the
gods terrible in
your jealousy
my life always
yours and all the
weakness in it
what worth i
have only ever
what you give
made nothing for
myself but what
you left of me
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087

not satisfied with
cutting myself on
all the edges of
your body bruising
my skin with the
dark color of your
loving forgetting my
self against the
relief of your agony
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088

you are so cruel
to look like that
to kiss like this
to suffer me the
way you do with
your tongue all
tangled up in me
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089

the poem craving
to be sung
the day begging
to be won
the blade hoping
to be swung
this will aching
to be done
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090 : wyrm

i have always been
a low creature
close to the warm
earth pressing my
cold belly to the
heat of hers and
bruising my flesh
dark with new colors
an answered prayer
singing slow after
me the sound of my
soft sweet desire
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091

i run out of words and love
letters so quickly these nights
with all things i've said before
before but there are still so
many ways to love different ways
the kiss the same mouth and
find it even sweeter than the
last time you drank it in slow
there beneath the same old stars
and within a whole new light with
the shy moon hiding her face like
always away from all the secret
paths lovers use to love each other
all the places fingers find them
selfish and yet still always in
need of the warmth of another body
just to make this one feel whole
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092

oh it is night now before
the quiet secret holding
moon hiding half her face
kindly but always listening
to me still held in the sway
of your tides and the sweet
motion of your lips on my
mind tangling my thoughts
up in your tongue and then
left here wondering how
something so small could
ever blossom into this wide
thorny garden inside me
when something as brief as
your touch had set fire
to the red blood left in me
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093 : dream

you've come again
back here where
i cannot bear you
in my sleep where
i thought i left
you where i hoped
i could be free
from your torturous
lips from your
traitorous hips
where i know i am
most powerless
under my own needs
and never able to
stop needing you
turning what little
peace i claimed to
so much sweet unrest
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094

tonight won’t you be
the midnight air
and run your fingers
through my hair

won’t you be the waves
that come and go
returning to my shore
the way the tides do
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095

i lay down with the devil last night
sold my soul so she could keep it
beneath her teeth like the tongue
she used to drag and tear me down
to where men go but none come
back from drinking deep of that
nectar welling up from the waters
where bitter memories turn sweet
like dreams and i can drown beneath
the spring in your step and swing
of your thighs bringing ruin like
the snake before the world could know
just what it stood to lose in exchange
for the red perdition of her mouth
poisoned apple or the serpent no
certainty of damnation until she bites
cruel that even the final prayer of a
drowning man still belongs to the sea
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